We give a quantum algorithm for evaluating formulas over an extended gate set, including all twoand three-bit binary gates (e.g., NAND, 3-majority). The algorithm is optimal on read-once formulas for which each gate's inputs are balanced in a certain sense.
Introduction
A formula ϕ on gate set S and of size N is a tree with N leaves, such that each internal node is a gate from S on its children. The read-once formula evaluation problem is to evaluate ϕ(x) given oracle access to the input string x = x 1 x 2 . . . x N . An optimal, O( √ N )-query quantum algorithm is known to evaluate "approximately balanced" formulas over the gates S = {AND, OR, NOT} [ACR + 07]. We extend the gate set S. We develop an optimal quantum algorithm for evaluating balanced, read-once formulas over a gate set S that includes arbitrary three-bit gates, as well as bounded fan-in EQUAL gates and bounded-size {AND, OR, NOT, PARITY} formulas considered as single gates. The correct notion of "balanced" for a formula including different kinds of gates turns out to be "adversary-balanced," meaning that the inputs to a gate must have exactly equal adversary lower bounds. The definition of "adversary-balanced" formulas also includes as a special case layered formulas in which all gates at a given depth from the root are of the same type.
The idea of our algorithm is to consider a weighted graph G(ϕ) obtained by replacing each gate of the formula ϕ with a small gadget subgraph, and possibly also duplicating subformulas. Figure 1 has several examples. We relate the evaluation of ϕ to the presence or absence of small-eigenvalue eigenvectors of the weighted adjacency matrix A G(ϕ) that are supported on the root vertex of G(ϕ). The quantum algorithm runs spectral estimation to either detect these eigenvectors or not, and therefore to evaluate ϕ.
As a special case, for example, our algorithm implies: Theorem 1.1. A balanced ternary majority (MAJ 3 ) formula of depth d, on N = 3 d inputs, can be evaluated by a quantum algorithm with bounded error using O(2 d ) oracle queries, which is optimal.
The classical complexity of evaluating this formula is known only to lie between Ω((7/3) 
Figure 1: To convert a formula ϕ to the corresponding graph G(ϕ), we recursively apply substitution rules starting at the root to convert each gate into a gadget subgraph. Some of the rules are shown here, except with the edge weights not indicated. The dangling edges at the top and bottom of each gadget are the input edges and output edge, respectively. To compose two gates, the output edge of one is identified with an input edge of the next (see Figure 4) .
The graph gadgets themselves are derived from "span programs" [KW93] . Span programs have been used in classical complexity theory to prove lower bounds on formula size [KW93, BGW99] and monotone span programs are related to linear secret-sharing schemes [BGP96] . (Most, though not all [ABO99] , applications are over finite fields, whereas we use the definition over C.) We will only use compositions of constant-size span programs, but it is interesting to speculate that larger span programs could directly give useful new quantum algorithms.
Classical and quantum background The formula evaluation problem has been well-studied in the classical computer model. Classically, the case S = {NAND} is best understood. A formula with only NAND gates is equivalent to one with alternating levels of AND and OR gates, a so-called "AND-OR formula," also known as a two-player game tree. One can compute the value of a balanced binary AND-OR formula with zero error in expected time O(N , and this is optimal even for bounded-error algorithms [San95] . However, the complexity of evaluating balanced AND-OR formulas grows with the degree of the gates. For example, in the extreme case of a single OR gate of degree N , the complexity is Θ(N ). The complexity of evaluating AND-OR formulas that are not "well-balanced" is unknown.
If we allow the use of a quantum computer with coherent oracle access to the input, however, then the situation is much simpler; between Ω( √ N ) and N 1 2 +o(1) queries are necessary and sufficient to evaluate any {AND, OR, NOT} formula with bounded error. In one extreme case, Grover search [Gro96, Gro02] evaluates an OR gate of degree N using O( √ N ) oracle queries and O( √ N log log N ) time. In the other extreme case, Farhi, Goldstone and Gutmann recently devised a breakthrough algorithm for evaluating the depth-log 2 N balanced binary AND-OR formula in O( √ N ) time in the unconventional Hamiltonian oracle model [FGG07] . Ambainis [Amb07] This paper shows other nice features of the formula evaluation problem in the quantum computer model. Classically, with the exception of {NAND}, {NOR} and a few trivial cases like {PARITY}, most gate sets are poorly understood. In 1986, Boppana asked the complexity of evaluating the balanced, depth-d ternary majority (MAJ 3 ) function [SW86] , and today the complexity is only known to lie between Ω((7/3) d ) and O((2.6537 . . .) d ) [JKS03] . In particular, the naïve generalization of randomized alpha-beta pruningrecursively evaluate two random immediate subformulas and then the third if they disagree-runs in expected time O((8/3) d ) and is suboptimal. This suggests that the balanced ternary majority function is significantly different from the balanced k-ary NAND function, for which randomized alpha-beta pruning is known to be optimal. In contrast, we show that the optimal quantum algorithm of [CRŠZ07] does extend to give an optimal O(2 d )-query algorithm for evaluating the balanced ternary majority formula. Moreover, the algorithm also generalizes to a significantly larger gate set S.
Organization We introduce span programs and explain their correspondence to weighted bipartite graphs in Section 2. The correspondence involves considering parts of a span program P as the weighted adjacency matrix for a corresponding graph G P . We prove that the eigenvalue-zero eigenvectors of this adjacency matrix evaluate P (Theorem 2.5). This theorem provides useful intuition.
We develop a quantitative version of Theorem 2.5 in Section 3. We lower-bound the overlap of the eigenvalue-zero eigenvector with a known starting state. This lower-bound will imply completeness of our quantum algorithm. To show soundness of the algorithm, we also analyze small-eigenvalue eigenvectors in order to prove a spectral gap around zero. Essentially, we solve the eigenvalue equations in terms of the eigenvalue λ, and expand a series around λ = 0. The results for small-eigenvalue and eigenvalue-zero eigenvectors are closely related, and we unify them using a measure we term "span program witness size." The details of the proofs from this section are in Appendix A.
Section 4 applies the span program framework to the formula evaluation problem. Theorem 4.7 is our general result, an optimal quantum algorithm for evaluating formulas that are over the gate set S of Definition 4.1, and that are adversary-balanced (Definition 4.5). The proof of Theorem 4.7 has three parts. First, in Section 4.2, we display an optimal span program for each of the gates in S. Second, we compose the span programs for the individual gates to obtain a span program for the full formula ϕ. This is equivalent to joining together the gadget graphs described in Figure 1 to obtain a graph G(ϕ). We combine the spectral analyses of the individual span programs to analyze the spectrum of G(ϕ) (Theorem 4.16). Finally, this analysis straightforwardly leads to a quantum algorithm based on phase estimation of a quantum walk on G(ϕ), in Section 4.4.
Section 5 concludes with a discussion of some extensions to the algorithm.
Span programs and eigenvalue-zero graph eigenvectors
A span program P is a certain linear-algebraic way of specifying a function f P . For details on span programs applied in classical complexity theory, we can still recommend the original reference [KW93] as well as, e.g., the more recent [GP03] .
Definition 2.1 (Span program). A span program P consists of a nonzero "target" vector t in a vector space over C, together with "grouped input" vectors {v j : j ∈ J}. Each v j is labeled with a subset X j of the literals {x 1 , x 1 , . . . , x n , x n }. To P corresponds a boolean function f P : {0, 1} n → {0, 1}; defined by f P (x) = 1 (i.e., true) if and only if there exists a linear combination j a j v j = t such that a j = 0 if any of the literals in X j evaluates to zero (i.e., false).
Example 2.2. For example, the span program
computes the MAJ 3 function. Indeed, at least two of the v j must have nonzero coefficient in any linear combination equaling the target t. Of course, the second row of (v 1 v 2 v 3 ) could be any (α β γ) with α, β, γ distinct and nonzero, and the span program would still compute MAJ 3 . This specific setting is used to optimize the running time of the quantum algorithm (Claim 4.9).
In this section, we will show that by viewing a span program P as the weighted adjacency matrix A G P of a certain graph G P , the true/false evaluation of P on input x corresponds to the existence or nonexistence of an eigenvalue-zero eigenvector of A G P (x) supported on a distinguished output node (Theorem 2.5).
In turn, this will imply that writing a span program P for a function f immediately gives a quantum algorithm for evaluating f , or for evaluating formulas including f as a gate (Section 4). The algorithm works by spectral estimation on A G P (x). Its running time depends on the span program's "witness size" (Section 3). For example, if f P (x) is true, then the witness size is essentially the shortest squared length of any witness vector (a j ) j∈J in Definition 2.1. Figure 2 : The bipartite graph G P corresponding to span program P (the output edge is (a O , b O ), while the grouped inputs are a 1 , . . . , a |J| ).
Remark 2.3. Let us clarify a few points in Definition 2.1.
1. It is convenient, but nonstandard, to allow grouped inputs, i.e., literal subsets X j possibly with |X j | > 1, instead of just single literals, to label the columns. A grouped input j can be thought of as evaluating the AND of all literals in X j . A span program P with some |X j | > 1 can be expanded out so that all |X j | ≤ 1, without increasing j |X j |, known as the size of P .
2. It is sometimes convenient to allow X j = ∅. In this case, vector v j is always available to use in the linear combination; grouped input j evaluates to true always. However, such vectors can be eliminated from P without increasing the size [KW93, Theorem 7] .
3. By a basis change, one can always adjust the target vector t to (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0).
Span program as an adjacency matrix
A span program P with target vector t = (1, 0, . . . , 0) corresponds to a certain weighted bipartite graph. Notation: For an index sequence H = (h 1 , . . . , h |H| ) and a set of variables {a h }, let a H = (a h1 , . . . , a h |H| ). For example, v J denotes the sequence of grouped input vectors. It will be convenient to define several more index sequences: O ("output"), C ("constraints") and I ("inputs"). Let O and C together index the coordinates of the vector space, with O = {1} being the first coordinate, and C the remainder. Let I j index X j for each j ∈ J, and let I = j∈J I j a disjoint union so |I| = size(P ).
We will construct a graph G P on |I| + |J| + |C| + 2|O| vertices. Writing the grouped input vectors out as the columns of a matrix, let A OJ A CJ = j∈J |v j j|; A OJ is a 1 × |J| matrix row, and A CJ is a |C| × |J| matrix. Let A IJ = j∈J,i∈Ij |i j|; A IJ encodes P 's grouped inputs. Now consider the bipartite graph G P of Figure 2 , the upper right block of whose weighted Hermitian adjacency matrix is A G P . (The adjacency matrix is block off-diagonal because the graph is bipartite.) The edges (a j , b i ) for j ∈ J and i ∈ I j are "input edges," while (a O , b O ) is the "output edge." The input and output edges all have weight one. The weights of edges (b O , a j ) for j ∈ J are given by A OJ (the first coordinates of the grouped input vectors v J ), while the weights of edges (b c , a j ) for c ∈ C, j ∈ J are given by A CJ (the remaining coordinates of v J ).
Example 2.4. For the MAJ 3 span program of Example 2.2, |C| = 1, |I| = |J| = 3, the graph G P is shown in Figure 1 , and the matrix A G P is
Eigenvalue-zero eigenvectors of the span program adjacency matrix
Theorem 2.5. For an input x ∈ {0, 1} n , define a weighted graph G P (x) by deleting from G P the edges (a j , b i ) if the ith literal in X j is true. Consider all the eigenvalue-zero eigenvector equations of the weighted adjacency matrix A G P (x) , except for the constraint at a O . These equations have a solution with support on vertex a O if and only if f P (x) = 1, and have a solution with support on b O if and only if f P (x) = 0.
Proof. Notation: Use a j , b i , b c , a O , b O to denote coefficients of a vector on the vertices of G P . Let A IJ (x) include only edges to false inputs, i.e., A IJ (x) = j∈J,false i∈Ij |i j|.
The eigenvalue-λ eigenvector equations of A G P (x) are
At λ = 0, these equations say that for each vertex, the weighted sum of the adjacent vertices' coefficients must be zero. We are looking for solutions satisfying all these equations except possibly Eq. (2.1d). Since the graph is bipartite, at λ = 0 the a coefficients do not interact with the b coefficients. In particular, Eqs. (2.1d,e) (resp. 2.1a-c) can always be satisfied by setting the b (resp. a) coefficients to zero. By scaling, there is a solution with nonzero a O iff there is a solution with
Moreover, Eq. (2.1c) implies that a j can be nonzero only if grouped input j is true. (If X j includes any false inputs, then A IJ (x)|j = 0, so a j = 0.) These conditions are the same as those in Definition 2.1.
Next, we argue that there is a solution of Eq. (2.1e) with λ = 0 and b O = 1 if and only if f P (x) = 0. Indeed,
where Π = true j |j j|. In turn, this holds iff there is a vector w orthogonal to the range and having inner product one with t-precisely constraint (2.1e) with w =
Remark 2.6. By Theorem 2.5, we can think of the graph G P as giving a "dual-rail" encoding of the function f P : there is a λ = 0 eigenvector of G P (x) supported on a O if and only if f P (x) = 1, and there is one supported on b O iff f P (x) = 0. This justifies calling edge (a O , b O ) the output edge of G P .
Dual span program
A span program P immediately gives a dual span program, denoted P † , such that f P † (x) = ¬f P (x) for all x ∈ {0, 1} n . For our purposes, though, it suffices to define a NOT gate graph gadget to allow negation of subformulas. At λ = 0, the coefficient on a O is minus that on b i , and a i = b O by definition. Therefore, this gadget complements the dual rail encoding of Theorem 2.5.
The NOT gate gadget of Definition 2.7 can be used to define a dual span program P † by complementing the output and all inputs with NOT gates, and also complementing all input literals in the sets X J . Since it is not essential here, we leave the formal definition as an exercise. Alternative constructions of dual programs are given in [CF02, NNP05] .
Figure 3: Graph for MAJ 3 (x 1 , x 2 , MAJ 3 (x 3 , x 4 , x 5 )), with input edges labeled by the associated literals.
Example 2.8. For distinct, nonzero α, β, γ, the span program
. It was constructed, by adding NOT gate gadgets, as the dual to the span program in Example 2.2, up to choice of weights.
Span program composition
Definition 2.9 (Composed graph and span program). Consider span program Q on {0, 1} n and programs Q i , i ∈ [n] ≡ {1, . . . , n}, with corresponding graphs G Q and G Qi . The composed graph is defined by identifying the input edges of G Q with the output edges of copies of the other graphs. If an edge corresponds to input literal x i , then identify that edge with the output edge of a copy of G Qi ; and if an edge corresponds to x i , then insert a NOT gate gadget (i.e., an extra vertex, as in Definition 2.7) before a copy of G Qi . The composed span program, denoted Q • Q [n] , is the program corresponding to the composed graph (i.e.,
Definition 2.10 (Formula graph and span program). Given span programs for each gate in a formula ϕ, span program P (ϕ) is defined as their composition according to the formula. Let G(ϕ) be the composed graph,
Example 2.11. For example, the span program
is a composed span program that computes the function MAJ 3 (x 1 , x 2 , MAJ 3 (x 3 , x 4 , x 5 )), provided α, β, γ are distinct and nonzero. (See Example 2.2.) Figure 3 shows the associated composed graph.
Example 2.12 (Duplicating and negating inputs). To the left in Figure 4 is the composed graph for the formula
), x 4 ), obtained using the substitution rules of Figure 1 . (A span program for PARITY will be given in Lemma 4.12.) Note that we are effectively negating some inputs twice, by putting NOT gate gadgets below the negated literals x 1 , x 2 , x 3 . This is of course redundant, and is only done to maintain the strict correspondence of graphs to span programs, as in Example 2.8, by keeping the input vertices b I at odd distances from a O . To the right is the same graph evaluated on input x = 1100, i.e., with edges to true literals deleted. Since the formula evaluates to true, Theorem 2.5 promises that there is a λ = 0 eigenvector supported on a O . In this case, that eigenvector is unique. It has support on the black vertices. 
Span program witness size
In Section 2, we established that after converting a formula ϕ into a weighted graph G(ϕ), by replacing each gate with a gadget subgraph coming from a span program, the eigenvalue-zero eigenvectors of the graph effectively evaluate ϕ. The dual-rail encoding of ϕ(x) = f P (ϕ) (x) promised by Theorem 2.5 will suffice to give a phase-estimation-based quantum algorithm for evaluating ϕ. The goal of this section is to make Theorem 2.5 more quantitative, which will enable us to analyze the algorithm's running time.
In particular, we will lower-bound the achievable squared support on either a O or b O of a unit-normalized λ = 0 eigenvector. This will enable the algorithm to detect if ϕ(x) = 1 by starting a quantum walk at a O ; if ϕ(x) = 1, then |a O will have large overlap with the λ = 0 eigenvector.
We also study eigenvalue-λ eigenvectors of G P (ϕ) (x), for |λ| = 0 sufficiently small. At small enough eigenvalues, the dual-rail encoding property of Theorem 2.5 still holds, in a different fashion. Note that since the graph is bipartite, we may take λ > 0 without loss of generality. For small enough λ > 0, it will turn out that the function evaluation corresponds to the output ratio r O ≡ a O /b O . If f P (x) = 1, then r O is large and negative, roughly of order −1/λ. If f P (x) = 0, then r O is small and positive, roughly of order λ. Ultimately, the point of this analysis is to show that if the formula evaluates to false, then there do not exist any eigenvalue-λ eigenvectors supported on a O for small enough |λ| = 0. This spectral gap will prevent the algorithm from outputting false positives.
Consider a span program P . Let us generalize the setting of Theorem 2.5 to allow P 's inputs to be themselves span programs, as in Definition 2.9. Assume that for some x, every λ ∈ [0, Λ) and each input i ∈ I, we have constructed unit-normalized states |ψ i (λ) satisfying the eigenvalue-λ constraints for all the ith subgraph's vertices except a i .
Definition 3.1 (Subformula complexity). At λ = 0, for each input i ∈ I j , let σ i denote |ψ i 's squared support on either a j or b i , depending on whether the input evaluates to true or false, respectively.
For λ > 0, assume that the coefficients of |ψ i along the ith input edge are nonzero, and let r i = a j /b i be their ratio. If the literal associated to input i evaluates to false, then let s i = r i /λ; if it is true, then let
For an input i ∈ I, its subformula complexity is
For example, if z i is small, then |ψ i (0) has large support on either a i or b i . In general, z i ≥ 1. If input i corresponds to a literal and not the output edge of another span program, then z i = 1. We construct a normalized state |ψ O (λ) that satisfies all the eigenvalue-λ eigenvector constraints of the composed graph, except Eq. (2.1d) at a O . We construct |ψ O by putting together the scaled |ψ i s and also assigning coefficients to the vertices in G P . Similarly to Eq. (3.1), define
where σ O is the squared support of |ψ O (0) on a O or b O , and, for λ > 0,
is true or false, respectively. We will relate z O = max x z O (x) to the input complexities z I (Theorem 3.7). First of all, notice that if |I j | > 1, then several of the input subgraphs share the vertex a j . They must be scaled so that their coefficients at a j all match, motivating the following definition.
Definition 3.2. The grouped input complexity of j ∈ J on input x is
Recall that grouped input j evaluates to true iff all inputs in I j are true. (In the first case, we take the maximum with 1 to handle the case I j = ∅.)
When j is false, some input i ∈ I j is false, so the coefficient at a j must be set to zero at λ = 0. However, for each false i ∈ I j , |ψ i can be scaled arbitrarily. The definition in Eq. (3.3) comes from choosing scale factors f i in order to maximize the sum of the scaled coefficients on the vertices b i , under the constraint that the total norm be one, i∈Ij |f i | 2 = 1. A few more definitions are needed to state Theorem 3.7. Definition 3.6 (Span program witness size). For span program P and input subformula complexities z I , the witness size of P is wsize(P ) = max x wsize(P, x), where for an input x, wsize(P, x) is defined as follows:
• If f P (x) = 1, then |t ∈ Range(AΠ), so there is a witness |w ∈ C |J| satisfying AΠ|w = |t . Then wsize(P, x) is the minimum squared length, weighted byz(x) 1/2 , of any such witness:
• If f P (x) = 0, then |t / ∈ Range(AΠ). Therefore there is a witness |w ∈ C |C|+1 satisfying t|w = 1 and ΠA † |w = 0. Then
the inverse squared length of the projection of (Az 1/2 ) + |t onto the intersection of Π and Range(z 1/2 A † ).
By |w x , resp. |w x , we denote a witness for input x achieving the minimum in Eq. (3.4), resp. (3.5).
The span program witness size is easily computed on any given input x. Lemma A.3 below will give two alternative expressions for wsize(P, x). Now our main result is:
Theorem 3.7. Consider a constant span program P . Assume that Λz i ≤ for a small enough constant > 0 to be determined and for all i ∈ I. Then
For λ = 0, Eq. (3.6) says that the achievable squared magnitude on a O or b O of a normalized eigenvaluezero eigenvector is at least 1/wsize(P, x), up to small controlled terms. For λ > 0, Eq. (3.6) says that the ratio r O = a O /b O is either in (0, wsize(P, x)λ] or (−∞, −1/(wsize(P, x)λ)], up to small controlled terms, depending on whether f P (x) is false or true.
Proof sketch of Theorem 3.7. At λ = 0, the proof of Theorem 3.7 is the same as that of Theorem 2.5, except scaling the inputs so as to maximize the squared magnitude on a O or b O . This maximization problem is essentially the same as the problems stated in Definition 3.6 (up to additive constants). The explicit expressions for the solutions follow by geometry.
For λ > 0, we solve the eigenvalue equations (2.1a,b,e) by inverting a matrix and applying the Woodbury formula. We argue that all inverses exist in the given range of λ. We obtain
where |o = A OJ † ,r = − 1 λs −1 Π + λsΠ (withs defined from s similarly to howz is defined from z), and
+ . Therefore, we compute the Taylor series in λ of the pseudoinverse of ∆X∆ and of its Schur complement, X/(∆X∆) , separately, and then recombine them. The lowest-order term in the solution again corresponds to Definition 3.6 (if f P (x) is false, the 1/λ term is zero), and we bound the higher-order terms.
The full proof of Theorem 3.7 is given in Appendix A.
Remark 3.8. In case f P (x) = 0, A † |w appears also in the "canonical form" of the span program P [KW93].
The above analysis of span programs does not apply to the NOT gate, because the ability to complement inputs was assumed in Definition 2.1. Implementing the NOT gate x → x with a span program on the literal x would be circular. Therefore we provide a separate analysis.
Lemma 3.9 (NOT gate). Consider a NOT gate, implemented as two weight-one edges connected as in Definition 2.7. Assume |λ| ≤ 1/(
Proof. Analysis at λ = 0. If the input is true, then σ i measures the squared support on a i of a normalized
Therefore, we simply need to renormalize:
If the input is true, so
Therefore z O z i as claimed. Note that w.l.o.g. we may assume there are never two NOT gates in a row in the formula ϕ, so the additive constants lost do not accumulate.
Formula evaluation algorithm
In Section 4.1, we specify the gate set S (Definition 4.1) and define the correct notion of "balance" for a formula that includes different kinds of gates (Definition 4.5). These two definitions allow us to formulate the general statement of our results, Theorem 4.7, of which Theorem 1.1 is a corollary.
In Section 4.2, we present span programs of optimal witness size for each of the gates in S. Theorem 4.16 in Section 4.3 plugs together the spectral analyses of the individual span programs to give a spectral analysis of G(ϕ). Finally, we sketch in Section 4.4 how this implies a quantum algorithm, therefore proving Theorem 4.7. Example 4.2. The gate set S includes simple gates like AND, as well as substantially more complicated gates like
General formula evaluation result
. It does not include gates from S composed onto gates from S: for example
To define "adversary-balanced" formulas, we need to define the nonnegative-weight quantum adversary bound.
Definition 4.3 (Nonnegative adversary bound
where Γ • D i denotes the entrywise matrix product between Γ and D i a zero-one-valued matrix defined by x|D i |y = 1 if and only if bitstrings x and y differ in the ith coordinate, for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. The maximum is over all 2 k × 2 k symmetric matrices Γ with nonnegative entries satisfying x|Γ|y = 0 if f (x) = f (y).
The motivation for this definition is that Adv(f ) gives a lower bound on the number of queries to the phase-flip input oracle
Theorem 4.4 (Adversary lower bound [Amb06a, BSS03] ). The two-sided -bounded error quantum query
To match the lower bound of Theorem 4.4, our goal will be to use O(Adv(ϕ)) queries to evaluate ϕ.
Definition 4.5 (Adversary-balanced formula). For a gate g in formula ϕ, let ϕ g denote the subformula of ϕ rooted at g. Define ϕ to be adversary-balanced if for every gate g, the adversary lower bounds for its input subformulas are the same; if g has children h 1 , . . . , h k , then Adv(ϕ h1 ) = · · · = Adv(ϕ h k ).
Definition 4.5 is motivated by a version of an adversary composition result [Amb06a, HLŠ07] :
Figure 5: Binary gates on up to three bits. Up to equivalences-permutation of inputs, complementation of some or all inputs or output-there are fourteen binary gates on three inputs x 1 , x 2 , x 3 . Adversary bounds Adv(f ) for all functions f on up to four bits have been computed by [HLŠ06] , and see [RŠ07] .
If ϕ is adversary-balanced, then by Theorem 4.6 Adv(ϕ g ) is the product of the gate adversary bounds along any non-self-intersecting path χ from g up to an input, Adv(ϕ g ) = h∈χ Adv(h). Note that Adv(¬f ) = Adv(f ), so NOT gates can be inserted anywhere in an adversary-balanced formula.
The main result of this paper is Theorem 4.7 (Main result). There exists a quantum algorithm that evaluates an adversary-balanced formula ϕ(x) over S using O(Adv(ϕ)) queries to the phase-flip input oracle O x . After efficient classical preprocessing independent of the input x, and assuming O(1)-time coherent access to the preprocessed classical string, the running time of the algorithm is Adv(ϕ)(log Adv(ϕ)) O(1) .
From Figure 5 , the adversary bound Adv(MAJ 3 ) = 2. By Theorem 4.6 the adversary bound for the balanced MAJ 3 formula of depth d is 2
d . Theorem 1.1 is therefore essentially a corollary of Theorem 4.7 (for the balanced MAJ 3 formula, coherent access to a preprocessed classical string is not needed).
Optimal span programs for gates in S
In this section, we will substitute specific span programs into Definition 3.6, in order to prove: Theorem 4.8. Let S be the gate set of Definition 4.1. For every gate f ∈ S, there exists a span program P computing f P = f , such that the witness size of P (Definition 3.6) on equal input complexities z i = 1 is wsize(P ) = Adv(f ) . Proof. We analyze five of the fourteen inequivalent binary functions on at most three bits, listed in Figure 5 : 0 and x 1 (both trivial), the MAJ 3 gate (Claim 4.9), the k-bit EQUAL k gate (Claim 4.10), and a certain three-bit function,
Claim 4.9. Let P MAJ3 be the span program from Example 2.2. Then wsize(P MAJ3 ) = 2 = Adv(MAJ 3 ).
Proof. Substitute P MAJ3 into Definition 3.6. Some of the witness vectors are |w 000 = (1, 0), |w 100 = (1, −1/ √ 3), and |w 110 = (e −iπ/6 , e iπ/6 , 0),
Claim 4.10. Letting α = 4 √ k − 1, the span program
computes EQUAL k with witness size
Proof. Substitute into Definition 3.6. The witnesses are |w 0 k = 0,
and α 2 = √ 3 − 1, the span program
computes g with witness size 3 + √ 3 = Adv(g).
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Proof. By substitution into Definition 3.6.
For all the remaining gates in S, it suffices to analyze the NOT gate (Lemma 3.9), and OR and PARITY gates on unbalanced inputs (Lemma 4.12). That is, we allow z 1 and z 2 to be different, with
; we obtain matching upper bounds for span program witness size.
, with f ∈ {PARITY, OR}, and b and b functions on O(1) bits. Assume that there exist span programs P b and P b for b and b with respective witness sizes B = wsize(P b ) and B = wsize(P b ). Then there exists a span program P for f with witness size wsize(
Proof. Substitute the following span programs with zero constraints into Definition 3.6:
The witness vectors for PARITY are |w 00 = (1) and |w 10 = ( √ B 2 + B 2 , 0), and the witness vectors for OR are |w 00 = (1), |w 10 = ( Then, e.g., the function EXACT 2 of 3 (
implies a span program for EXACT 2 of 3 with witness size
Remark 4.13. Our procedure for analyzing a function f has been as follows:
1. First determine a span program P computing f P = f . The simplest span program is derived from the minimum-size {AND, OR, NOT} formula for f .
2. Next, compute wsize(P, x) for each input x, as a function of the variable weights of P .
3. Finally, optimize the free weights of P to minimize wsize(P ) = max x wsize(P, x). For example, note that scaling A OJ up helps the true cases in Definition 3.6, and hurts the false cases; therefore choose a scale to balance the worst true case against the worst false case.
We respect the symmetries of f during optimization. On the other hand, if two literals are not treated symmetrically by f , then we do not group them together in any grouped input X j . For example, in Claim 4.11 we do not group x 3 together with x 1 and x 2 in X 1 .
2 The optimal adversary matrix Γ comes from the matrix
, and the rows correspond to inputs 011, 101, 110, the columns to inputs 000, 001, 111.
Remark 4.14. The proof of Theorem 4.8 uses separate analyses for EQUAL k , MAJ 3 and g because the upper bounds from Lemma 4.12 for these functions do not match the adversary lower bounds. For example, from Figure 5 the smallest {AND, OR, NOT} formula for MAJ 3 has five inputs,
. Lemma 4.12 therefore gives a span program P for MAJ 3 with witness size wsize(P ) = √ 5. In fact, optimizing the weights of this P gives a span program with witness size 3 + √ 2 < √ 5; the worst-case inputs of the read-once formula (x 1 ∧ x 2 ) ∨ ((x 4 ∨ x 5 ) ∧ x 3 ) do not arise under the promise that x 4 = x 1 and x 5 = x 2 . However, this is still worse than the span program P MAJ3 of Example 2.2, with wsize(P MAJ3 ) = 2.
Remark 4.15. Lemma 4.12 implies that any {AND, OR, NOT} formula of bounded size has a span program with witness size the square root of the sum of the squares of the input complexities. We conjecture that this holds even for formulas with size ω(1); see [Amb06b, ACR
+ 07] for special cases.
Span program spectral analysis of ϕ
Theorem 4.16. Consider an adversary-balanced formula ϕ on the gate set S, with adversary bound Adv(ϕ). Let P be the composed span program computing f P = ϕ. For an input x ∈ {0, 1} N , recall the definition of the weighted graph G P (x) from Theorem 2.5; if the literal on an input edge evaluates to true, then delete that edge from G P . LetG P (x) be the same as G P (x) except with the weight on the output edge (a O , b O ) set to w = w / Adv(ϕ) (instead of weight one), where w > 0 is a sufficiently small constant. Then,
• If ϕ(x) = 1, there exists a normalized eigenvalue-zero eigenvector of the adjacency matrix AG P (x) with Ω(1) support on the output vertex a O .
• If ϕ(x) = 0, then for some small enough constant > 0, AG P (x) does not have any eigenvalue-λ eigenvectors supported on a O or b O for |λ| ≤ /Adv(ϕ).
Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.16 has two parts. First, we will prove by induction that z g = O(Adv(ϕ g )). Then, by considering the last eigenvector constraint, λa O = wb O , we either construct the desired eigenvector or derive a contradiction, depending on whether ϕ(x) is true or false.
Base case. Consider an input x i to the formula ϕ. If x i = 1, then the corresponding input edge (a j , b i ) is not in G P (x). In particular, the input i does not contribute to the expression forz j (x) in Eq. (3.3), so z i may be left undefined. If x i = 0, then the input edge (a j , b i ) is in G P (x). The eigenvalue-λ equation at b i is λb i = a j . For λ = 0, this is just a j = 0, so let σ i = 1. For λ > 0, this is r i = λs i = a j /b i = λ, so s i = z i = 1.
Induction. Assume that |λ| ≤ /Adv(ϕ), for some small enough constant > 0. Consider a gate g. Let h 1 , . . . , h k be the inputs to g. Let ϕ g denote the subformula of ϕ based at g. By Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 4.8, the output bound z g satisfies
for certain constants c 1 , c 2 . Different kinds of gates give different constants in Eq. (4.6), but since the gate set is finite, all constants are uniformly O(1).
Since |λ| ≤ /Adv(ϕ), the recurrence Eq. (4.6) has solution
where the maximum is taken over the choice of χ a non-self-intersecting path from g up to an input. Because ϕ is by assumption adversary balanced (Definition 4.5), h∈χ Adv(h) = Adv(ϕ g ) (Theorem 4.6). Also,
Adv(ϕ) ) = O(1). Therefore, the solution satisfies
Final amplification step. Assume ϕ(x) = 1. Then by Eq. (4.7), there exists a normalized eigenvaluezero eigenvector of the graph G P (x) with squared amplitude |a O | 2 ≥ σ O = 1/O(Adv(ϕ)). Recall that w = w / Adv(ϕ) is the weight of the output edge (a O , b O ) of P inG P (x), and letâ O = wa O . The λ = 0 eigenvector equations forG P (x) are the same as those for G P (x), except withâ O in place of a O . Therefore, we may take |â O | 2 = 1/O(Adv(ϕ)), so for a normalized eigenvalue-zero eigenvector ofG P (x), |a O | 2 = Ω(1). By reducing the weight of the output edge from 1 to w, we have amplified the support on a O up to a constant. Now assume that ϕ(x) = 0. By Theorem 2.5, there does not exist any eigenvalue-zero eigenvector supported on a O . Also b O = 0 at λ = 0 by the constraint λa O = wb O . For λ = 0, |λ| ≤ /Adv(ϕ), Eq. (4.7) implies that in any eigenvalue-λ eigenvector forG
for some constant c 3 that does not depend on w. 
Quantum algorithm
We apply Theorem 4.16 and the Szegedy correspondence between discrete-and continuous-time quantum walks [Sze04] to design the optimal quantum algorithm needed to prove Theorem 4.7. The approach is similar to that used for the NAND formula evaluation algorithm of [CRŠZ07] , with only technical differences. Full details are given in Appendix B.
The main idea is to construct a discrete-time quantum walk U x =Õ x U 0 N on the directed edges of G P whose spectrum and eigenvectors correspond exactly to those of AG P (x) . Here U 0 N is a fixed unitary operator only depending on the formula graph AG P (0 N ) , which can be implemented efficiently without access to the input x, andÕ x is defined byÕ
where i(v) is the index of the input variable corresponding to the leaf v. One call toÕ x can be implemented using one call to the standard phase-flip oracle O x of Eq. (4.3). Now starting at the output edge |a O , b O , run phase estimation [CEMM98] on U x with precision δ p = O(1/Adv(ϕ)) and error δ e a small enough constant. Output "ϕ(x) = 1" iff the output phase is zero. The query complexity of this algorithm is O(1/δ p ) = O(Adv(ϕ)). The first part of Theorem 4.16 implies completeness, because the initial state has constant overlap with an eigenstate of U x with phase zero. The second part of Theorem 4.16 implies soundness, because the spectral gap away from zero is greater than the precision δ p .
Extensions and open problems
Theorem 4.7 can be extended in several directions, and there are many open problems including those from [CRŠZ07] . For example, is the eigenvalue-zero eigenstate useful for extracting witness information? We would like to raise several other questions.
Four-bit gates
The gate set S includes all three-bit binary gates. What about four-bit gates? Up to symmetries, there are 208 inequivalent binary functions that depend on exactly four input bits x 1 , . . . , x 4 . The functions we have considered so far are listed at the webpage [RŠ07] . To summarize,
• Thirty of the functions can be written as a PARITY or OR of two subformulas on disjoint inputs.
These functions are already included in the gate set S (Definition 4.1).
• For 25 additional functions, we have found a span program with witness size matching the adversary lower bound. These functions can be added to S without breaking Theorem 4.7.
• For 20 of the remaining functions, we have found a span program with complexity beating the squareroot of the minimum {AND, OR, NOT} formula size, but not matching the adversary lower bound.
Example 5.1 (Threshold 2 of 4). In analogy to Example 2.2, one might consider the span program
This span program computes Threshold 2 of 4 (x [4] )-MAJ 3 is Threshold 2 of 3 -but it is not optimal. Intuitively, the problem is that the different pairs of inputs are not symmetrical. An optimal span program, with witness size √ 6, is 
are functions that we currently have an understanding of only for h ∈ {0, 1, k} and a partial understanding of for h ∈ {2, k−1}. Another function of particular interest is the six-bit Kushilevitz function [HLŠ07, Amb06a] . It seems that k-bit gates are inevitably going to require more involved techniques to evaluate optimally, for k large enough. It may well be that four-bit gates are already interesting in this sense.
Unbalanced formulas
Can the restriction that the gates have adversary-balanced inputs be significantly weakened? So far, we have only analyzed the PARITY and OR gates for unbalanced inputs, in Lemma 4.12. For the MAJ 3 gate, we have found an optimal span program for the case in which only two of the inputs are balanced: 
Therefore, for example, the four-bit gates MAJ 3 (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ∧ x 4 ) and MAJ 3 (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ⊕ x 4 ) can be added into S without affecting the correctness of Theorem 4.7 (see Section 5.1). However, we do not have an understanding of MAJ 3 when all three input complexities differ. In this case, the formula for the adversary lower bound is substantially more complicated, and we do not have a matching span program.
For other gates, with the exception of PARITY and OR, we know similarly little. For a highly unbalanced formula with large depth, there is the further problem of whether the formula can be rebalanced without increasing its adversary lower bound too much [CRŠZ07] .
Witness vectors and the adversary bound
The witnesses in Definition 3.6 have an interesting property related to a dual version of the adversary bound [LM04, ŠS06] : Assume that all |X j | = 1 and z = 1. For x, y ∈ {0, 1} n with f P (x) = 1, f P (y) = 0, consider the witnesses |w x , |w y achieving the minima in Eqs. (3.4), (3.5), and let |w y = A † |w y . Then |w x = Π(x)|w x and Π(y)|w y = |w y , so
for each x (for both true and false f P (x)) and for
, then we get a feasible set of probability distributions for the minimax formulation of the adversary bound [ŠS06]. If wsize(P ) = Adv(f P ), then this set of probability distributions is optimal.
In this paper, we only use the adversary bound with nonnegative weights Adv(f ). In fact, Hoyer, Lee anď Spalek showed that Eq. (4.2) still provides a lower bound on the quantum query complexity even when one removes the restriction that the entries of Γ be nonnegative [HLŠ07] . This more general adversary bound, Adv ± (f ) is clearly at least Adv(f ). Theorem 4.6 is not known to hold for Adv ± composition; however, under the conditions of the theorem, it is known that Adv
For every three-bit function f , no advantage is gained by allowing negative weights: Adv ± (f ) = Adv(f ). For most functions f on four bits, though, Adv ± (f ) > Adv(f ) [HLŠ06] . Therefore, one gets an asymptotically higher lower bound for formulas with such functions as gates than using Adv. However, for no function f with Adv(f ) < Adv ± (f ) do we have a span program that matches Adv ± (f ). The dual formulation of Adv ± cannot be expressed using probability distributions and one therefore cannot hope for a simple correspondence with the witnesses like described above.
Both variants of the adversary bound, Adv and Adv ± , can be expressed as optimal solutions of certain semidefinite programs. Can one find a semidefinite formulation of span program witness size?
Eliminating the preprocessing
In many cases for ϕ, the preprocessing step of algorithm ALG can be eliminated. Because ϕ is an adversarybalanced formula on a known gateset, a decomposition through Theorem B.4 can be computed separately for each gate of S and then put together at runtime. This decomposition is not the decomposition of Claim B.2, which involves global properties of ϕ like A . For an example, see the exactly balanced NAND tree algorithm in [CRŠZ07] .
The decompositions can be combined because all the weights of gate input/output edges are one. This is quite different from the case of unbalanced NAND trees considered by [CRŠZ07] , in which the weight of an input edge depends on the subformula entering it.
Arbitrary {AND, OR, NOT, PARITY} formulas
Some of the conditions on the gates in S (Definition 4.1) can be loosened. For example, S includes as single gates O(1)-size {AND, OR, NOT, PARITY} formulas on inputs that are themselves possibly elements of S . Let f be such a gate, f = g • (h 1 , . . . , h k ) with g an {AND, OR, NOT, PARITY} formula of size O(1), and each h i either the identity or a gate from S . We have assumed that all the inputs to f have equal adversary bounds. However, the stated proof works equally well if only each h i has inputs with equal adversary bounds, provided the inputs to h i and to h i have adversary bounds that differ by at most a constant factor.
We believe that the assumption that g be of size O(1) can also be significantly weakened. A stronger analysis like that of [CRŠZ07] for "approximately balanced" {AND, OR, NOT} formulas can presumably also be applied with PARITY gates. We have avoided this analysis to simplify the proofs, and to focus on the main novelty of this paper, the extended gate sets.
For {AND, OR, NOT, PARITY} formulas that are not "approximately balanced," rebalancing will typically be required. We have not investigated how the formula rebalancing procedures of [BCE91, BB94] affect the formula's adversary bound. In [CRŠZ07] , it sufficed to consider the effect on the formula size, because the adversary bound for any {AND, OR, NOT} formula on N inputs is always √ N .
New algorithms based on span programs
We have begun the development of a new framework for quantum algorithms based on span programs. In this paper, we have only composed bounded-size span programs evaluating functions each on O(1) bits. An intriguing question is, do there exist interesting quantum algorithms based directly on asymptotically large span programs? Some candidate problems may be found in [BGW99, BGP96] , although note that the quantum algorithm works for span programs over C that need not be monotone.
[ 
A Proof of Theorem 3.7
In this section we will prove Theorem 3.7. Before beginning, though, let us show that the alternative expressions for the span program witness size wsize(P, x) of Definition 3.6 are equivalent, so wsize(P ) is well defined. It will also be useful to derive several alternative expressions for wsize(P, x).
Definition A.1 (Additional matrix notations). Recall Definition 3.4. Let o| = A OJ = t|A and let C = (1 − |t t|)A, so A = C + |t o| (the matrix A CJ is C with range restricted to 1 − |t t|). Let ∆ = CΠ(CΠ) + be the projection onto the range of CΠ, and let ∆ = 1 − ∆. For a matrix M and a projection Θ, let M Θ denote the restriction ΘM Θ of M to the range of Θ. For a vectorm J , we will commonly writem = j∈Jm j |j j| for the diagonal matrix with diagonal entriesm J . Figure 6 summarizes the matrices used in this section.
We will use several times the following estimates for pseudoinverse norms: Lemma A.3. For S any positive-definite, diagonal matrix, let
and, if f P (x) = 0,
Moreover, |w * S = arg min |w :AΠ|w =|t S|w 2 = S −1 (AΠS −1 ) + |t has norm |w * S = O(1) and
has norm |w * S = O(1). In particular, the two different expressions for wsize(P, x) = wsize √z (P, x) in Definition 3.6 are equivalent, so wsize(P, x) and wsize(P ) are well defined.
Proof. Assume f P (x) = 1. That min |w :AΠS −1 |w =|t |w 2 = min |w : w|Π|w =1
In general, arg min |x :M |x =|b |x = M + |b ; therefore, min |w :AΠS −1 |w =|t |w 2 = (AΠS −1 ) + |t 2 . By basic geometry, arg max |w : Π|w =1
, is proportional to the projection of ΠS −1 |o onto the space orthogonal to the range of S −1 ΠC † . Eq. (A.2) follows. Next assume f P (x) = 0. That min |w : t|w =1
Now, without loss of generality, |t ∈ Range(A) = Range(AS), since otherwise f P is false on every input.
We want to find the length-one vector |w that is in the range of SA † and also of Π, and that maximizes | t|(SA † ) + |w | 2 . The answer is clearly the normalized projection of (AS) + |t onto the intersection Range(SA † ) ∩ Range(Π). In general, given two projections Π 1 and Π 2 , the projection onto the intersection of their ranges can be written 1 − (Π 1 Π 2 − 1) + (Π 1 Π 2 − 1). Substituting Π 1 = Π and Π 2 = (AS) + AS gives the second claimed expression. Finally, we show that min |w : t|w =1
is false, |t does not lie in the span of the true grouped input vectors, |t / ∈ Range(AΠ), or equivalently Π|o ∈ Range(ΠC † ). Therefore, there exists a vector |w = |t + |b C that is orthogonal to the span of the true columns of A and has inner product one with |t . Any such |b C has the form
where |v is an arbitrary vector with t|v = 0. We want to choose |v to minimize the squared length of
The answer is clearly the squared length of S(1 − C † (ΠC † ) + )|o projected orthogonal to the range of SC † ∆, as claimed. This corresponds to setting |v = −(SC † ∆)
|o . The norms of |w * S and |w * S are bounded using Claim A.2. Remark A.4. The expressions for witness size in Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) look quite different depending on whether f P (x) = 1 or f P (x) = 0, with the latter case being more complicated. It can be seen, though, that |wsize(P, x)−wsize(P † , x)| = O(1) for any fixed span program P , where P † is the dual span program described in Section 2.3 with f P † (x) = ¬f P (x).
Let us now show that ifz j z j for all j ∈ J, then wsize √z (P, x) wsize(P, x) (Lemma A.6). This will be useful in showing that wsize(P, x) is a rough upper bound on the exact expressions that we will derive in the sections below.
Remark A.5. From Definition 3.6, it is immediate that wsize(P, x) is monotone increasing in each input complexity z i . Lemma A.6. Let S and T be any positive-definite diagonal matrices. Then
In particular, ifz J is such thatz j z j for all j ∈ J, then wsize √z (P, x) wsize √z (P, x) = wsize(P, x). 
Figure 6: Matrices used in the proof of Theorem 3.7.
Proof. Eq. (A.5) is immediate from the definition in Eq. (A.1). To derive Eq. (A.6), first note that
where we have used that |w * S = arg min |w :AΠ|w =|t S|w 2 has norm |w * S = O(1) by Lemma A.3. The argument when f P (x) = 0 is similar:
where |w * S = arg min |w : t|w =1
A.1 Quantitative eigenvalue-zero spectral analysis of A G P Theorem 2.5 can be strengthened to put quantitative lower bounds on σ O , the achievable squared magnitude, in a unit-normalized eigenvalue-zero eigenvector, on the output node either
Theorem A.7. For an input x ∈ {0, 1} n , define a weighted graph G P (x) by deleting from G P the edges (a j , b i ) if the ith literal in X j is true. Also let
Consider all the eigenvalue-zero eigenvector equations of the weighted adjacency matrix A G P (x) , except for the constraint at a O , i.e., Eqs. (2.1) except (2.1d). By Theorem 2.5, these equations have a solution |ψ with a O |ψ = 0 if and only if f P (x) = 1, and have a solution |ψ with b O |ψ = 0 if and only if f P (x) = 0. In fact, the solution |ψ can be chosen so that the normalized square overlap
where the constant may depend on P but is independent of the σ I , and wsize(P, x) is as defined in Definition 3.6, with 1/σ i ≤ z i for all i.
Remark A.8. Note that Theorem A.7 implies the λ = 0 portion of Theorem 3.7. The weights in W mean that, e.g., setting b i = 1 adds b i |W |b i = 1/σ i to the squared normalization factor.
Proof of Theorem A.7. Recall Figure 2 . The vertex a j is a shared output node of all the inputs i ∈ I j . As in the proof of Theorem 2.5, Eq. (2.1c) implies that a j can be nonzero only if grouped input j is true, i.e., if all i ∈ I j evaluate to true. For j ∈ J, defineσ j byσ
From Definition 3.1, 1/σ j ≤z j . Roughly speaking, for each j, the vertices b i for i ∈ I j can be treated as just a single input vertex with associated weightσ j in W . Precisely, if j is true, then a j |W |a j = 1/σ j . And if j is false, then the b Ij coefficients appear in Eq. (2.1e) only in the quantity j|A IJ (x) † |b Ij = false i ∈ Ij b i . In order to minimize the weighted squared norm b Ij |W |b Ij = i∈Ij |b i | 2 /σ i for any fixed value of j|A IJ (x) † |b Ij , each b i for i false should be set proportional to σ i (by Cauchy-Schwarz), so
Case f P (x) = 1: When f P (x) = 1, set a j = 0 for all false grouped inputs j. Set the other a j so as to maximize the magnitude of −a O = A OJ |a J = o|Π|a J , such that C|a J = CΠ|a J = 0 and a J |W |a J = a J |Πσ −1 |a J = 1 (Eqs. (2.1b) and (2.1a) at λ = 0). Now, changing variables to |w =σ −1/2 |a J ,
≥ 1/wsize(P, x) , (A.11) using Eq. (A.2), 1/σ j ≤z j and the monotonicity of wsize(P, x) (Remark A.5). Finally, dividing by (1 + |a O | 2 ) so that the total norm is one, gives
Case f P (x) = 0: When f P (x) = 0, for each true grouped input j set b i = 0 for i ∈ I j . For each false j, set b i = 0 for true i ∈ I j and set b i = f j σ i / false i ∈ Ij σ i . Choose |f to maximize |b O | 2 such that f |Πσ −1 |f = 1 and, by Eq. (2.1e) at λ = 0, |o b O + C † |b C + Π|f = 0. Equivalently, writing
≥ 1/wsize(P, x) (A.13)
by Eq. (A.3) and the monotonicity of wsize(P, x). The constructed state has weighted squared norm ψ|W |ψ = 1 + |w * 2 , where |w * = arg max |w : σ
(A.14)
It remains to show that |w
A.2 Small-eigenvalue spectral analysis of A G P Theorem A.9. For a span program P and input x, given s I with 0 < s i ≤ z i for all i ∈ I, let s = i s i |i i| and r = i r i |i i| = − 1 λ Πs −1 + λΠs. Assume that 0 < λ ≤ /s i for a small enough constant > 0 to be determined and for all i ∈ I. Then the equations
is true or false, respectively, then
where the grouped input complexitiesz J are defined in terms of z I in Definition 3.2.
Proof. Similarly to the argument in Appendix A.1, it will be useful to define a "grouped input ratio"r j so that, roughly speaking, the vertices b i for i ∈ I j can be treated as just a single input vertex.
Definition A.10 (Grouped input ratios). For j ∈ J, letr j = (−λ + i∈Ij r −1 i ) −1 , and letr = jr j |j j| = (A IJ † r −1 A IJ − λ) −1 . Like an input ratio r i ,r j is large and negative if j is true, and small and positive if j is false. Therefore lets j = −1/(λr j ) if j is true, ands j =r j /λ if j is false. Lets = js j |j j| = −
Before proceeding, we need to establish thatr ands are well defined.
Lemma A.11. Assume that 0 < λ ≤ /z i for a small enough constant > 0 and for all i ∈ I. Theñ r = (A IJ † r −1 A IJ − λ) −1 exists, sos exists as well. Moreover, for each grouped input j ∈ J,s j z j .
Proof. By definition,
If all inputs in I j are true, thens j = −1/(λr j ) = 1 + i∈Ij s i , so 1 ≤s j ≤ 1 + i∈Ij z i ≤ 1 +z j . Now assume at least one input in I j is false. The true terms can be upper-bounded by λ true i ∈ Ij s i ≤ λ i∈Ij z i ≤ |I j | . On the other hand, if i is false then (λs i ) −1 ≥ (λz i ) −1 ≥ 1/ . Therefore,s j > 0, and we also gets j ≤z j (1 + λ max false i ∈ Ij z i ) for a constant . Now we will solve for the output ratio r O using Eqs. (A.15b-d) . Letting s O = r O /λ in case f P (x) = 0, or s O = −1/(λr O ) in case f P (x) = 1, we aim to show that 0 < s O wsize √s (P, x). This will prove Theorem A.9 since, by Lemma A.6, wsize √s (P, x) wsize √z (P, x) = wsize(P, x). Our proof will follow the sketch below Theorem 3.7 in Section 3. We start by deriving an exact expression for r O :
Lemma A.12. The solution to Eq. (A.15) has a O = 0 if b O = 0, and otherwise,
provided thatr and
Proof. Recall from Definition A.1 that |o = A OJ † and A CJ is C with range restricted. Substituting Eqs. (A.15a) and (A.15c) into (A.15d), and rearranging terms gives
by the Woodbury matrix identity [GV96] , provided thatr and (1 +
Remark A.13 (Form of Eq. (A.17)). Note from Eq. (A.17) that r O is a real number provided that all the input ratios r I are themselves reals. Also, note that r O depends on C only through C † C (see too Eq. (A.18) in the proof ); in particular, left-multiplying C by U where U is any linear isometry (i.e., satisfying U † U = 1) has no effect. Since the grouped input vectors v J can be arbitrary in Definition 2.1, C † C is in general an arbitrary |J| × |J| positive semidefinite matrix. Now the main step in simplifying Eq. (A.17) is dividing the matrix we want to invert into a 2 × 2 block matrix and applying the following well-known claim:
Claim A.14. Let X be an operator, and let ∆ and ∆ = 1 − ∆ be a projection and its complement. Assume that X ∆ is invertible. Let the "Schur complement" of X be (X/X ∆ ) ≡ X ∆ − ∆X(X ∆ ) −1 X∆. If the Schur complement of X is invertible on ∆, then X is invertible, and X −1 is given by:
Proof. Multiply out the matrices.
Lemma A.15. The inverse (1+ 1 λ CrC † ) −1 exists, provided 0 < λ ≤ /z i for a small enough positive constant and for all i ∈ I.
Proof. Let y = Cs −1/2 Π,ȳ = Cs 1/2 Π, Y = yy † andȲ =ȳȳ † . We aim to show that X −1 exists, where
(A.20)
Let ∆ = yy + be the projection onto the range of y, and let ∆ = 1 − ∆. Then
Now since Y is invertible on ∆ (i.e., ∆ = Y Y + ), so is X. By the Neumann series,
where we have used that Ȳ = O( s ) and
2), and where we write O(λ 2 s 2 ) to mean some matrix with norm so-bounded. In particular, (X ∆ ) −1 is positive definite on ∆. Let (X/X ∆ ) be the Schur complement of X ∆ in X,
As −(X/X ∆ ) on ∆ is the sum of the positive definite matrix λ 2 ∆ and positive semidefinite matrices, (X/X ∆ ) is negative definite on ∆ and in particular is invertible on ∆.
Since X ∆ and (X/X ∆ ) are each invertible, on ∆ and on ∆, respectively, X −1 exists by Claim A.14, as claimed.
The following discussion will use the notation from the proof of Lemma A.15. It will also be convenient to let S = √s . We have from Eq. (A.17)
Our goal now is to expand the above expression as a series in λ, evaluating the coefficients of 1/λ and of λ, and bounding higher-order terms. In order to expand X −1 as a series, we use the block decomposition of X and Claim A.14.
Let us start by evaluating two expressions, (
, that will reappear frequently in the following analysis.
Proof. We know that (X ∆ ) −1 = O( s ). Note that for matrices A and B, (A + B)
−1 BA −1 provided A and A + B are invertible. Applying this with A = Y and B = −λ 2 ∆(Ȳ + 1)∆ gives
In particular, V < 1 and
Proof. We compute
is the sum of positive-definite and positive-semidefinite matrices, hence is invertible. Again use (A + B)
|i i |). Therefore the inverse does exist, and we obtain Eq. (A.26). Now, using Claim A.16 and Claim A.17, we find
In particular, ∆X −1 ∆ = O( s ) and ∆X −1 ∆ȳ = O( s 3/2 ). Let us now substitute the expressions we have derived into Eq. (A.24) for r O . Consider each of the terms involving X −1 separately. First of all, 
Lastly, by Eqs. (A.29), (A.30), 
where
+ for any matrix M , and in particular for M = ∆ȳ.
Moreover, v|(∆ȳ)
Therefore the above equation simplifies to
This is as far as we can simplify r O in general. When f P (x) = 1, the first term is −1/(λ wsize S (P, x)), as desired, using the last expression of Eq. (A.2) for wsize S (P, x). Assume then that f P (x) = 0, i.e., Π|o ∈ Range(ΠC † ). In this case, the first term in Eq. (A.35) is zero, and the second term can be simplified slightly further. Using (y
Moreover, since ∆CSΠ = 0, ∆ȳ = ∆CSΠ = ∆CS. Therefore, (1 − (∆ȳ) + (∆ȳ))|v 2 = wsize S (P, x), as desired, using the last expression of Eq. (A.3) for wsize S (P, x). This concludes the proof of Theorem A.9. Theorem A.9 completes the λ = 0 portion of Theorem 3.7, finishing its proof.
B Quantum algorithm
The approach outlined in Section 4.4 is slightly indirect. To motivate it, we begin by briefly considering in Section B.1 a more direct algorithm ALG , that runs phase estimation directly on exp(iAG P (x) ). ALG is analogous to the algorithm described by Cleve et al. [CCJY07] soon after the original NAND formula evaluation paper [FGG07] . Algorithm ALG is nearly optimal, but not quite. The operator exp(iAG P (x) ) is a continuous-time quantum walk, and the overhead can be thought of as coming from simulating continuoustime quantum dynamics with a discrete computational model, in particular with discrete oracle queries. To avoid this overhead, the proof of Theorem 4.7 in Section B.2 works with a discrete-time quantum walk.
The approach in Section B.1 is optional motivation, and the reader may choose to skip directly to Section B.2.
B.1 Intuition: Continuous-time quantum walk algorithm
Theorem 4.16 immediately suggests the basic form of a quantum algorithm for evaluating ϕ(x):
N , Output true/false.
1. Prepare an initial state on the output node, |a O .
2. Run phase estimation, with precision δ p ≤ 1 AG P (0 N ) Adv(ϕ) and small enough constant error rate δ e , on the unitary V = exp(iAG P (x) / AG P (0 N ) ). 3. Output true if and only if the phase estimation output is λ = 0.
The idea of the second step is to "measure the Hamiltonian AG P (x) ." In this step, we have normalized AG
by AG P (0 N ) ≥ AG P (x) instead of by AG P (x) , in order to minimize dependence on the input x. This norm is O(1) since the graphG P (0 N ) has vertex degrees and edge weights all O(1). Algorithm ALG evaluates ϕ(x) correctly, with a constant gap between its completeness and soundness:
• Theorem 4.16 implies that if the formula evaluates to true, then AG P (x) has an eigenvalue-zero eigenstate with squared support |a O | 2 = Ω(1) on a O . Therefore, the phase estimation outcome is λ = 0 with probability at least |a O | 2 − δ e = Ω(1) (the completeness parameter).
• On the other hand, if the formula evaluates to false, then Theorem 4.16 implies that AG P (x) / AG
has no eigenvalue-λ eigenstates supported on a O with |λ| ≤ δ p . Therefore, the measured outcome will be λ = 0 only if there is an error in the phase estimation. By choosing δ e a small enough constant, the soundness error δ e will be bounded away from the completeness parameter.
The efficiency of ALG also seems promising. Phase estimation of V with precision δ p and error rate δ e requires O(1/(δ p δ e )) calls to V [CEMM98] . Therefore, the second step requires only O(Adv(ϕ)) calls to V . However, we still need to explain how to implement V . This is important because AG P (x) depends on the input x. Therefore, implementing V requires querying the x. If each call to V requires many queries to the input oracle O x of Eq. (4.3), then the overall query efficiency of ALG will be poor.
Note now that only the input edges of G P (x) depend on the input x. Therefore, AG P (x) can be split up into two terms: (input edges) + (all other edges). The first term can be exponentiated with only two queries to the input oracle O x , while exponentiating the second term requires no input queries. The two terms do not commute, but the exponential of their sum can still be computed to sufficient precision by using a Lie product decomposition. These are more quantitative versions of identities like e A+B = lim n→∞ (e A/n e B/n ) n . For more details, see [CCJY07] .
Unfortunately, implementing the exponential of AG P (x) will require ω(1) input queries. By using higherorder Lie product formulas, the overhead can be reduced to exp(O( log|x|)), which is N o(1) . However, this is still a super-constant overhead, so it appears that this approach cannot yield an optimal formula evaluation algorithm-the best we can hope for is O(Adv(ϕ)) · N o(1) queries.
B.2 Proof of Theorem 4.7: Discrete-time quantum walk algorithm
Therefore, we turn to the approach used in the NAND formula evaluation algorithm of [CRŠZ07] . Instead of running phase estimation on the exponential of AG P (x) , we construct a discrete-time, or "coined," quantum walk U x =Õ x U 0 N , whereÕ x is the adjusted oracle of Eq. (4.9), that has spectrum and eigenvectors corresponding in a precise way to those of AG P (x) . Then we run phase estimation on U x . Each call to U x requires exactly one oracle query, so there is no query overhead.
B.2.1 Construction of the coined quantum walk U x
The first step in constructing U x is to decomposeÃ G P (0 N ) into (constant)·∆ † •∆, where ∆ is a square matrix with row norms one, and • denotes the entrywise matrix product. We follow [CRŠZ07] . One minor technical difference, though, is that for us, AG P (x) is a Hermitian matrix with possibly complex entries. In [CRŠZ07] , the analogous weighted adjacency matrix, for the NAND formula ϕ, is a real symmetric matrix. Therefore, we need to slightly modify the construction of ∆ to obtain the correct phases for the entries ofÃ G P (0 N ) .
Definition B.1. For notational convenience, let A = AG P (0 N ) be the weighted adjacency matrix forG P (0 N ).
(Recall from Theorem 4.16 thatG P (0 N ) is the same as G P except with the edge weight on the output edge (a O , b O ) reduced.) A = v,w A v,w |v w| is a Hermitian matrix.
G P (0 N ) is a bipartite graph, so we may color each vertex red or black, such that every edge is between one red vertex and one black vertex.
Claim B.2. Let A = v,w |A v,w ||v w| be the entrywise absolute value of A. A is a real symmetric matrix. Let A be the largest-magnitude eigenvalue of A . Let |δ be the principle eigenvector of A , with v|δ = δ v > 0 for every v, and let
Then ∆ has all row norms one, and
Proof. Since A has nonnegative entries, the principal eigenvector |δ is also nonnegative. SinceG P (0 N ) is a connected graph, δ v > 0 for every v. Hence ∆ is well defined up to choice of sign of the square root, which doesn't matter. We can now apply Szegedy's correspondence theorem [Sze04] to relate the spectrum ofÃ G P to that of a discrete-time coined quantum walk unitary.
Theorem B.4 ([Sze04]
). Let {|v : v ∈ V } be an orthonormal basis for H V . For each v ∈ V , let |ṽ = |v ⊗ w∈V δ vw |w ∈ H V ⊗ H V , where ṽ|ṽ = w |δ vw | 2 = 1. Let T = v |ṽ v| and Π = T T † = v |ṽ ṽ| be the projection onto the span of the |ṽ s. Let S = v,w |v, w w, v|, a swap. Let U = (2Π − 1)S, a swap followed by reflection about the span of the |ṽ s. Let M = T † ST = v,w δ * vw δ wv |v w|. Then the spectral decomposition of U corresponds to that of M as follows: Take {|λ α } a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors of the Hermitian matrix M with respective eigenvalues λ α . Let R α = Span{T |λ α , ST |λ α }. Then R a ⊥ R α for α = α ; let R = ⊕ α R α . U fixes the spaces R a and is −S on R ⊥ . The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of U within R a are given by β α,± = λ α ± i 1 − λ 2 α and (1 + β α,± S)T |λ α , respectively.
A proof of Theorem B.4 in the above form is given in [CRŠZ07] , and see [MNRS07] .
Remark B.5 (Coined quantum walks). The operator U = (2Π − 1)S in Theorem B.4 is known as a "coined quantum walk." S is known as the "step operator," and the reflection (2Π − 1) is the "coin-flip operator." On the space R, (2Π − 1) decomposes as v |v v| ⊗ (reflection about w δ vw |w ).
In a classical random walk on a graph, a coin is flipped between each step to decide which adjacent vertex to step to next. In a coined quantum walk, on the other hand, the coin is maintained as part of the coherent quantum state, and is reflected between steps (also known as "diffusion").
Remark B.6. Theorem B.4 can be viewed as giving a correspondence between coined quantum walks and classical random walks; in the special case that each δ vw = δ wv ≥ 0, M is a classical random walk transition matrix. For general δ vw , Theorem B.4 can be viewed a correspondence between coined quantum walks and continuous-time quantum walks. We use the theorem in the latter sense. ∈ {b i } i∈I , whereas Figure 7: Function numbering scheme. We number each four-bit function by considering its sixteen-bit truth table as the binary representation of an integer. For example, f (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) = x 1 ∧ x 3 is numbered 204 = 4 + 8 + 64 + 128, while x 1 ∧ x 2 is numbered 15 = 1 + 2 + 4 + 8. These two functions are equivalent, so in the table below we only list number 15, the smaller of the two.
• If ϕ(x) = 1, then U (x) has eigenvalue-(±1) eigenstates each with Ω(1) squared support on |a O , b O . The completeness parameter is at least this squared support minus the phase estimation error rate δ e . For small enough constant δ e , the completeness is Ω(1).
• If ϕ(x) = 0, then since the precision parameter δ p is smaller than the promised gap away from ±1 in Lemma B.7, phase estimation will output 0 or π only if there is an error. By choosing the error rate δ e a small enough constant, the soundness error δ e will be bounded away from the completeness parameter.
Therefore, algorithm ALG is correct. The constant gap between its completeness and soundness parameters can be amplified as usual. Query and time complexity: Phase estimation of U x with precision δ p and error rate δ e requires O(1/(δ p δ e )) calls to
The time-efficiency claim of Theorem 4.7 is slightly more complicated. Here, we need to allow a preprocessing phase in which the algorithm can compute AG P (0 N ) and in particular (approximations to) the coin diffusion operators in U 0 N . This preprocessing depending on ϕ, but not x, takes poly(N ) time. The algorithm then needs coherent access to the precomputed information in order to apply efficiently the coin diffusion operators. For further details, see [CRŠZ07] .
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.7.
C Table of functions on up to four bits
Which four-bit gates can be added to the gate set S without affecting the correctness of Theorem 4.8 or Theorem 4.7? As summarized in Section 5.1, we have made partial progress toward answering this question. In this appendix, we present a table that lists all the four-bit gates, up to equivalences, and says what we know for each gate.
Definition C.1. Two k-bit boolean functions f 1 , f 2 : {0, 1} k → {0, 1} are equivalent if there exists a string y ∈ {0, 1} k and a k-element permutation σ ∈ S k such that either for all x ∈ {0,
Here for a bit string
That is, two functions are equivalent if they differ by permuting the inputs, and complementing a subset of the input bits and output bit. There are 222 inequivalent four-bit functions. We number each function for reference by considering its sixteen-bit truth table as the binary representation of an integer as in Figure 7 .
The table begins with the fourteen inequivalent functions of Figure 5 that depend on at most three input bits. The 208 functions that depend on all four input bits are first sorted according to their polynomial degree [Amb06a] and then by their non-negative-weight and general adversary bounds, Adv and Adv ± . If these two bounds are equal, then we state only the first of the two. The numerical adversary bounds were taken from [HLŠ06] .
For each function, we give its {AND, OR, NOT} formula size. Note that by Lemma 4.12, a function of formula size k has a trivial span program with witness size √ k. The table includes comments on some of the functions. These comments might include, for example, the smallest-size {AND, OR, NOT} formula for an equivalent function. For some of the functions, e.g., #7128, we have listed in the Status column the witness size for the best span program we have found that computes the function. Those functions for which we know an optimal span program, with witness size matching the adversary bound, are marked with a checkmark ( ), together with a brief justification. For example, a reference to Lemma 4.12 means that the optimal span program follows from composing two simpler span programs based on an OR or PARITY gate. The lower bound for such functions follows from a simple fact on composition of adversary lower bounds: Lemma C.2. For two functions f 1 , f 2 on disjoint inputs, Adv(f 1 ⊕ f 2 ) = Adv(f 1 ) + Adv(f 2 ), and Adv(
For a function f marked "opt. NAND," the optimal span program comes from optimizing the edge weights of the tree corresponding to a minimal-size NAND formula computing f .
Listed below the table are the optimal adversary matrices (Definition 4.3) and optimal span programs for all the four-bit functions for which we know an optimal span program, except when one bound or the other follows from other stated results, e.g., from Lemma C.2 or Lemma 4.12. In a Mathematica file included as an electronic supplement to this article, we have included code to verify the adversary bound and span program witness size calculations.
For details on any of the span programs referenced with witness size that does not match the adversary lower bound, e.g., for function #7128, please contact one of the authors.
Functions depending on up to three input bits: C.1 Function #831, MAJ 3 , with partly unbalanced inputs:
If the first two inputs have equal costs 1 and the third input has cost β, then the optimal adversary matrix for function #831, MAJ 8 + β 2 + β . An optimal span program for this function with equal first two input complexities is given in Lemma 5.2. Note that this also settles the complexities of functions #287 and #1647.
C.2 Function #975 with partly unbalanced inputs:
Function #975 is (x 3 ∧ x 2 ) ∨ (x 3 ∧ x 1 ). If the first two inputs have equal costs 1 and the third input has cost β, then the optimal adversary matrix comes from This function can be evaluated as an "if-then-else" statement, by evaluating the third input x 3 at cost β and then one of x 1 or x 2 at cost 1. A span program with witness size β + 1 is thus not surprising. Note that this also settles the complexities of functions #495 and #1695.
C.3 Function #960, EQUAL 3 , with partly unbalanced inputs:
For function #960, EQUAL 3 , the adversary bound when the first two inputs have equal costs 1 and the third input has cost β is The optimal adversary matrix and a matching span program for function #6014 are
